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Compare student in school and university, a student of the second and higher courses, but such
truth, alas, is not available, is unavailable; Since, in fact, there is nothing to compare. That is why I
want to share my colossal experience on a given topic and remember the first course of his
university life.

Small excursion in memories
When I arrived at the first course, I thought that I got into a fairy tale, and no longer dare about
anything. And what: the homework is specified, but do not check; Verification of abstracts ignore -
trust; Even independent work on a pair is closely studying far from all freshmen.

Here, I think, not teachers, but happiness; Not studied, and paradise! Such everything is polite and
kind, even to complain about nothing! Moreover, for the absenteeism, teachers also do not scold
and do not require to appear after lessons for clarification!

So I lived in the state of Euphoria the first semester, and in the sentence of a test week (which
begins on the eve of the next session) unexpectedly understood that not everything is so simple and
rosy, as I initially thought. It turns out that independent work untested on a pair must be handed out
individually and in its free time; And in lectures - to prepare for the exam.

Homework also needed to wear a teacher to check, and not live according to the school principle:
"They didn't ask - hence lucky." That's where it turned out that I was not ready for the credit week at
all, and there before the deductions from the university hand to file.

The second change that I was very upset, so it was the attitude of teachers. These are polite and
cute during the entire semester, they unexpectedly turned into the grumpy and eternally busy people
who simply hate all students and try to fill them with their tricks.

A lawsuit on the meeting was generally beyond the face of reality, and to pass the tails on the top
three, it is necessary to be generally a genius and answer everything to "excellent."

Since the first session dropped out for the winter, in the Footwear of the New Year holidays to catch
the teacher at the university, it became a great luck, and the answers of the "left", "did not come",
"fell ill" or "left" - at the Department at all, they became a good tradition.

So I realized that my fairy tale was over, and studying at school and university is the sky and the
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earth! I had to pull, because I understood that the budget training is a rare case in our modern
society!

Features of school life
For 11 years of study at school, we are getting used to not only to teachers, parties and walls, but
also a monotonous manner of gaining knowledge. For example, the received deuce without any
problems permits after lessons, an unprepared homework may not "pop up" in the lesson, and the
passage test work is not necessary to rewrite.

Medical certificate from a pediatrician about the absence of a student due to the disease in general
has become a great fortunacle for a schoolboy and advantageous benefit for the next couple of
weeks. At a minimum, physical education lessons do not visit; And, as a maximum, there is no need
to pass missed checks and homework.

The teachers relate to their ward gently because they are growing up and men in the walls of the
school, soaked like sympathy and became practically family members. That is why the class teacher
calls home with a request for parents to influence its child all the permissible methods, and in the
breaks agree with the next teacher about the possible relocation.

Such a relaxed state very soon delays the student, and, as you know: "Donkey, stood in the shade,
there will be no work in the sun"! So here, and to the 11th grade, most of the once diligent disciples
are considered lobotrys, and their future is for all the riddle.

And it is even more important not to forget that in each school there is a unmarked rule: "By all
means, to release everyone." This is the right approach, since not one director does not want to
keep in the walls of the School of the Dweller - the Ogruska, which will reduce the performance and
spoil the reputation of the educational institution.

So with tightened trophytes in free swimming, all students are sent; But they, enjoyed by prom and
last call, do not yet know that they are waiting for them in the future.

Accordingly, it can be concluded that the school is an eternal, kind and welcoming, and it is
definitely not worth it to compare it with the university. So approach to learning is completely
different - much more stricter! And about the intricacies of obtaining higher education also need to
know each appinored and not only!


